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Product catalogue 2006 / 2007

We are pleased to present our new product catalogue.
The current catalogue shows our range of products
and the corresponding spare parts. Special models
are available on request.

As one of the largest European suppliers to car and
commercial vehicle manufacturers, the name GF
Automotive and in particular Georg Fischer Verkehrs-
technik is synonymous with quality and safety in road
transport.

Fifth wheels and TRILEX® wheels are produced in our
own German foundries using modern technology and
state-of-the-art casting techniques.

In addition to our established products, we would like
to present our latest product, the first automatic
container locking mechanism, RECOLOCK®.
Information about this product can be found in the
chapter entitled RECOTEC®.

Further information about our company and product
range as well as the online catalogue in various
languages can be found on our homepage:
www.vkt.georgfischer.com. If desired, the catalogue is
also available on CD-ROM at request.

Products and spare parts can be purchased directly
from national dealers and agents. The contact
addresses are listed in the catalogue and on our
website.

Georg Fischer Verkehrstechnik GmbH

Beat Frauenfelder
Managing director
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Georg Fischer Verkehrstechnik
Competence in transport engineering
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People are increasingly
mobile, and they have ever
greater demands for comfort
and safety in their vehicles.
With its highly stressable cast
parts made of light metal and
iron, GF Automotive makes it
possible to build commercial
vehicles that are both light-
weight and safe.

Mobility

Fifth Wheels



Georg Fischer VerkehrstechnikGeorg Fischer Fifth Wheels are
always in the Plus

Fifth wheels - Key components 
of modern commercial vehicles
Did you know that a truck has five wheels?
However, the so-called fifth wheel is of much greater
importance than one would suppose: This key
component is the only mechanical link between
semi-trailer and tractor. The task of the fifth wheel,
in conjunction with the kingpin is to ensure a positive
connection between the tractor and trailer, that can
withstand all of the forces and the relative turning and
torsional movements in the combination.

Georg Fischer fifth wheels have a long service life,
low-maintenance requirement, are easy to operate
and relatively light. They weigh about 30 kilograms
less than comparable products on the market. The few
wearing parts of the fifth wheel are made from high-
strength materials; if required, they can be replaced
within about 20 minutes. The spheroidal graphite cast
iron fifth wheels are available for kingpins with 2 or
3.5 inch diameter with imposed loads between 3000
and 36 000 kilograms. They are available in various
mounting heights. Dual height and slider versions are
available. With its low-maintenance design, Georg
Fischer supports the efforts of fleet managers to
reduce the maintenance costs for their trucks and
protect the environment.

The Fifth wheels leading light
All over the world, commercial vehicle manufacturers
are continuously striving to make the main components
of their vehicles lighter to save fuel und increase pay-
load. Cast components offer such opportunities.

The optimised spheroidal graphite cast iron
SK-S 36.20 PLUS fifth wheel is 8 kilograms lighter.
The Plus is the lightest approved 20-ton fifth wheel of
its category. Plus also stands for a number of options,
such as the RECOSS® safety system. The operation
and status of the fifth wheel is monitored with sensors.

Instruction
Specifications regarding load capacity are applicable
for operation on sealed roads and transport conditions
common to central Europe. Please consult us if
operating conditions differ.

We reserve the right to make modifications in
dimensions and design if necessary.

Additional product designs and versions are available.
We will gladly provide assistance in selecting and
composing your order.

Mounting
Observe instructions provided by Georg Fischer and
the vehicle manufacturer as well as all relevant laws
and regulations. Fifth wheels may be subject to
approval by a governmental body!

Operation and maintenance
Follow operating instructions as provided by Georg
Fischer and affixed to the fifth wheels.

Original repair kits
All of the movable wear-parts in the fifth wheels are
quickly and easily replaced. Use only original Georg
Fischer spare parts, available as purpose made
repair kits designed to fit the corresponding type of
fifth wheel.
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Mobility

SK-S 36.20 PLUS
RECOSS®

Mobility

People are increasingly
mobile, and they have ever
greater demands for comfort
and safety in their vehicles.
With its highly stressable cast
parts made of light metal and
iron, GF Automotive makes it
possible to build commercial
vehicles that are both light-
weight and safe.



RECOSS® Safety Sensor System
Remote Controlled Safety System
Optimum Coupling
The competitive situation in the transport sector is c
where else. Cost optimisation is required in all area
trucks or drivers standing idle.
The proportion of articulated trucks in vehicle fleet
of the main components is the fifth wheel as link b
Its immunity to wear, its reliability and easy opera
the perfect function of the articulated truck and t
economic efficiency.
To strengthen the weakest link in the chain, GF
RECOSS® (Remote Controlled Safety System).

Visible Safety
With RECOSS®, Georg Fischer developed th
system for fifth wheels. The new three sen
hitching even easier. Status and operatio
displayed visually and acoustically in the

Perfect Safety
The RECOSS® system is available ex
SK-S 36.20 fifth wheels, regardless
specification such as low-maintena
mounting or dual-height. Existing S
36.20 fifth wheels can be upgrade
the easy and cost-effective to ins
RECOSS® retrofit kit.

Noticeable Lightweight
The SK-S 36.20 PLUS is an
economically sound choice
offering good value for
money: The fifth wheel has
few wearing parts and is
extremely low-
maintenance. The
optimised spheroidal
graphite cast iron fifth
wheel weighs
8 kilograms less. The
Plus is for the lightest
approved 20-ton fifth
wheel of its category
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Safety

Comfort

It is the driver’s duty to make sure that everything is engaged
and locked correctly – after every coupling process and after
every stop. RECOSS® gives the driver electronic assistance
in doing this. This reduces the driver’s stress considerably.
Accidents and unnecessary idle time for vehicle repairs can
be avoided.
A RECOSS® sensor indicates the correct hitching height. Two
other sensors permanently monitor the condition of the fifth
wheel. Any problems are displayed visually and acoustically in
the cockpit – that means safe driving.

RECOSS® enables the monitoring of the entire coupling
process from the cab.
The driver does not have to leave the vehicle during bad
weather to control the process. That saves time and makes
work more pleasant – that means driving with comfort.

Economic efficiency The SK-S 36.20 with RECOSS® is also the first choice from
an economic point of view. A longer service life is the result
of less wear parts and high-quality materials. The increase
in comfort and safety with RECOSS® enhances the drivers
performance and reduces idle time resulting from tractor
faults – that means economic driving.

Sensors 1 and 2 on coupler jaw and
automatic latch monitor the safe and
correct condition of the fifth wheel on
a permanent basis.

Sensor 3 monitors the distance bet-
ween trailer plate and fifth wheel and
ensures the correct position during
hitching.
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SK-S 36.20 PLUS
RECOHITCH®

Mobility

People are increasingly
mobile, and they have ever
greater demands for comfort
and safety in their vehicles.
With its highly stressable cast
parts made of light metal and
iron, GF Automotive makes it
possible to build commercial
vehicles that are both light-
weight and safe.





































Height-adjustable
fifth wheel
SK S 36.20 PLUS H

Versatile in use



Height-adjustable fifth wheel SK S 36.20 PLUS H
New-found flexibility

Make two out of one - two trucks for the price of one
Many medium-sized companies in particular are keen to invest in buying a «low-
liner» tractor to allow them to transport maxi- or mega-sized loads, but often do
not have the capacity utilization to justify this type of vehicle economically. There
is also a widespread fear that reselling such a vehicle will often entail consider-
able losses, as the market is relatively restricted. Georg Fischer therefore de-
veloped the concept of a height-adjustable fifth wheel over 11 years ago. You can
convert your semitrailer truck from a maxi or mega trailer to use for standard
trailers in less then 30 seconds in just two simple steps. A vehicle for all semi-
trailer types.
An economic appraisal will clearly reveal the cost benefits resulting
through the use of our height-adjustable fifth wheel - you can even
consider whether it is profitable to employ the vehicle in multiple
shifts. This argument is a tremendous advantage when resell-
ing the vehicle, as the next owner can benefit in full from the
flexibility offered by the semitrailer truck. Stay ahead amid
tough competition with a sophisticated idea from Georg
Fischer.

Perfect safety
It is above all the truck driver, often on the road with the
most diverse types of trailers, whose work requires op-
timum support from technical systems and electron-
ics. The height-adjustable fifth wheel SK S 36.20 PLUS
H has therefore been designed on request to be com-
patible with the RECOSS® sensor system. RECOSS® in-
creases safety, comfort and efficiency for the driver and
hence also the company employing him.

By professionals for professionals
Besides its unique emphasis on flexibility, the height-adjustable fifth
wheel SK S 36.20 PLUS H offers all the benefits customers have come to expect
from a Georg Fischer fifth wheel:
• Extremely robust and user-friendly
• Connections for central lubrication
• Simple and safe wear adjustment
• Automatic safety lock option
• Approved for forced steering
• EC test no. e 11-00-1381

Lowered position Overall height 100 mm Overall height 150 mm Overall height 200 mm
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acturer of the most lightweight fifth wheel in the
have deliberately not aimed for weight reduction
ning the height-adjustable fifth wheel, but instead

ven priority to stability and sturdiness. To ensure a long and
reliable service life for this fifth wheel, all elements require a
solid design in a raised position in particular, so as to absorb
the resultant forces without any problems. The simple design
without sensitive pneumatic components enables our custom-
ers to extend the use of their fifth wheel to a second or third
service life on newly purchased semitrailer trucks. Simple,
robust and reliable – three outstanding benefits in one.

Detachable

Efficient

Sturdy

The versatility and diverse options offered by the height-ad-
justable fifth wheel provide significant benefits in the capaci-
ty utilization of your semitrailer trucks.
This in turn gives you greater flexibility and competitiveness in
your pricing, ultimately resulting in significantly higher prof-
its. The sturdy design is robust and only involves minor main-
tenance costs after purchase. Downtimes are reduced to an
absolute minimum – flexibility is the key advantage.

The height-adjustable fifth wheel SK S 36.20 PLUS H is part
of a well-conceived and modular system. RECOSS®, the elec-
tronic assistant, gives the driver an added element of safety.
It goes without saying that RECOSS® also offers economic
benefits – intelligent options for success.
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Important: Also applies to the serial no. 40001055-1144 and 40001195-1216





Important: Spare parts for serial numbers 40001055-1144, 40001195-1216
see new spare parts list from serial no. 40001301.











With correct maintenance
and care, the service life of
the fifth wheel is increased
significantly.

All movable parts on the
SK-S 36.20 can be replaced
with just a few turns.

Mobility

With the original
for the original

Georg Fischer spare parts.
Convincing in price and
guaranteed quality.







2-sensor

3-sensor





662129901
662129911
662129903
662129912, 662129913
662129905
662129914, 662129915









Model 1:
Model 2:
Model 3:









662127223
662127223
662127192
662127223
662127184











Mounting Plates

Mobility
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greater demands for comfort
and safety in their vehicles.
With its highly stressable cast
parts made of light metal and
iron, GF Automotive makes it
possible to build commercial
vehicles that are both light-
weight and safe.





Mounting the fifth wheel on the mounting plate

Mounting the MP on the vehicle frame / angle

Tighten M16 x 1.5 bolts, of at least grade 8.8, with a
torque of 190 Nm.

Tighten M20 x 1.5 bolts, of at least grade 8.8, with a
torque of 350 Nm.





Mounting the fifth wheel on the mounting plate

Mounting the MP on the vehicle frame / angle

Tighten M16 x 1.5 bolts, of at least grade 8.8, with a
torque of 190 Nm.

Tighten M20 x 1.5 bolts, of at least grade 8.8, with a
torque of 350 Nm.





Mobility

People are increasingly
mobile, and they have ever
greater demands for comfort
and safety in their vehicles.
With its highly stressable cast
parts made of light metal and
iron, GF Automotive makes it
possible to build commercial
vehicles that are both light-
weight and safe.

Mobility

Sliders



Sliders allow optimal utilisation of permissible axle
loads and vehicle lengths.



Georg Fischer sliders are type-approved to 94/20/EG.
Modifications preclude warranty claims and lead to
invalidation of the type approval.

Please take note of the following points when installing
sliders:









A conversion kit and a installation kit are both required for retrofitting.



Sliders allow optimal utilisation of permissible axle loads.



Georg Fischer sliders are type-approved. Modifications
preclude warranty claims and lead to invalidation of the
type approval.

Please take note of the following points when installing
sliders:





Mobility

People are increasingly
mobile, and they have ever
greater demands for comfort
and safety in their vehicles.
With its highly stressable cast
parts made of light metal and
iron, GF Automotive makes it
possible to build commercial
vehicles that are both light-
weight and safe.

Mobility

Accessories







Technical data

Recommended colour coding







Important:



Georg Fischer precision hubodometers are available for
all conventional tyre sizes from 15" to 22½".

When placing your order, it is important to indicate tyre
size or rolling circumference.

For direct assembly on the hub cap:

Important:



Instructions

Safety instructions





Kingpins

Mobility

People are increasingly
mobile, and they have ever
greater demands for comfort
and safety in their vehicles.
With its highly stressable cast
parts made of light metal and
iron, GF Automotive makes it
possible to build commercial
vehicles that are both light-
weight and safe.



Information for selecting kingpins

D-value calculation equation

D = g×[ 0.6×mK×mA ] / [ mK+mA- A ] in kN

Example calculation

Safety information

For safety reasons, use only original Georg Fischer spare parts.

Ordering instructions

When ordering spare parts, please indicate the type of kingpin. You will find the type designation on the base
of the kingpin.





Type approval:



Type approval:



Type approval:



Type approval:



Type approval:



Type approval:



Type approval:





Type approval:



Type approval:



Type approval:





After hitching the fifth wheel
• with carabiner hook: attach it
• with automatic latch: check whether it is

engaged and the cam does not protrude next
to the operating handle

Important: Perform PULL TEST in a low gear.



• Important:





Ball Races

Mobility
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vehicles that are both light-
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RECOLOCK®

Automatic container
locking mechanism

High speed for
container transport



RECOLOCK® – High speed
for container transport

Keep things running smoothly
In hardly any other location can you witness the volume and speed of the freight flow than
at a container port. Over 6 million TEUs are handled in Hamburg alone, one of the largest
container ports in Europe. Or in other terms, a container is transferred from ship to truck
or vice versa every five seconds – 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. It goes without saying that
everyone involved in loading and unloading is under tremendous time pressure.

Increase efficiency at the port ...
The time pressures involved prompted the engineers at GF Automotive to develop an automatic
container locking mechanism. The resultant technology takes the name RECOLOCK® (Remote
Control Locking). RECOLOCK® allows containers to be secured to the trailer in only a few
seconds. Studies have shown that the automatic container locking mechanism saves an
enormous amount of time – the haulage contractor can work more efficiently than ever before.

Individual configuration options
Depending on the application, RECOLOCK® can be individually configured. Pneumatic or
electropneumatic operation is possible. All standard container chassis can be fitted with
RECOLOCK®.

RECOLOCK®
Locking mechanism: Twistlock which rotates and tightens in one movement
Safety: Mechanical lock in the event of pressure loss within the locking mechanism
Activation: Pneumatic or electro-pneumatic
Monitoring: Visual or with sensors on the locking mechanism and centrally at the

control unit
Containers:  Freight container DIN ISO 1161 40ft high-cube and 20ft ISO

Maximum weight per container: 34 tons

The container is placed on
the trailer

The corner casting and
locking mechanism fit
together perfectly

RECOLOCK® locks the
container firmly
on the trailer

RECOLOCK® was developed, patented and tested by Rüdiger Metternich Metallbau, Hamburg. As partner with global
presence, Georg Fischer Verkehrstechnik has taken over the exclusive rights to manufacturing, marketing and sales.
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As RECOLOCK® performs the locking process within seconds,
a secure connection between container and vehicle is possible
when under time pressure. All of the locking mechanisms are
opened or closed at the same time. This reduces potential
errors to a minimum.

convenient

fast

safe

Every manual process during loading and unloading which
can be dispensed with increases efficiency. RECOLOCK®
allows containers to be secured on to the trailer in only a
few seconds.

With RECOLOCK® the entire locking process is monitored
from a central point. It is no longer necessary to laboriously
lock each individual twistlock by hand – that saves time and
makes work more pleasant – leaving you to drive in comfort.
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TRILEX®-
Wheel System

Mobility

People are increasingly
mobile, and they have ever
greater demands for comfort
and safety in their vehicles.
With its highly stressable cast
parts made of light metal and
iron, GF Automotive makes it
possible to build commercial
vehicles that are both light-
weight and safe.





Note:

Before assembly, clean all parts such as spoke heads,
rim mounting bevel, bolts and clamps.

Use the following torques:

• Never repair or weld them.











Fastening parts:





















General Conditions

1 General
1 .1 These General Conditions shall apply to all, including
future, business between Purchaser and Georg Fischer
Verkehrstechnik GmbH, D-78224 Singen (hereinafter referred
to as „Georg Fischer“).
1 .2 Changes and amendments to these Conditions shall be
valid only if made in writing.
1 .3 The written form shall include all methods of communi-
cation in the form of text (such as Fax, E-Mail, EDI, etc.).
This paragraph may be modified or waived only by a separate
agreement between the Parties in the form of text.
1 .4 No other conditions shall be valid even if not expressly
rejected. Performance of the contract by Georg Fischer does
not constitute acceptance of such conditions.

2 Offers, Acceptance of Contract
Quotations shall constitute binding offers only if they state a
fixed time for acceptance.

3 Scope of Delivery, Dimensions, Weights, 
Technical Specifications
3.1 Georg Fischer‘s order confirmation shall govern the scope
and execution of its deliveries.
3.2 Dimensional deviations within trade practice as well as
deviations in weight of +/- 10% necessitated by the restraints
of foundry practice are permitted.

4 Data and Documents
4.1 Technical specifications given by Georg Fischer are to be
considered as approximate figures customary in the trade
and not as expressly warranted characteristics, unless ex-
pressly designated as such.
4.2 Georg Fischer reserves all industrial property rights in
the technical documents supplied. They may be used solely
for the agreed purposes or for the purposes designated by
Georg Fischer, and by third parties solely on previous written
approval/agreement from Georg Fischer.
4.3 With reference to the German „Bundesdatenschutzges-
etz“ Georg Fischer hereby explicitly informs Purchaser that
personal or other data exchanged in the commercial dealing
with Purchaser will recorded.

5 Price, Terms of Payment, Retention of Title
5.1 George Fischer‘s prices shall be quoted ex works (as de-
fined in the Incoterms issued by the International Chamber of
Commerce at the date of order), excluding packaging, freight,
insurance and VAT.
5.2 Georg Fischer shall retain title to the Goods delivered un-
til Purchaser has settled all claims which Georg Fischer may
have against him. Should the Purchaser sell Goods to which
title is reserved he shall then be deemed to have implic-
itly assigned to Georg Fischer the proceeds deriving from
their sale together with all collateral rights, securities and
reservations of title until all claims held by Georg Fischer
shall have been settled. To the extent the value of the goods

to which title is reserved together with collateral securities
should exceed Georg Fischer claims against the Purchaser
by more than 20 (twenty) %, Georg Fischer shall reassign the
exceeding proceeds to the Purchaser at his request. In case
of default on the part of the Purchaser, in particular in case
of arrears, Georg Fischer shall be entitled to repossession
of the Goods after having given notice to this effect, and the
Purchaser shall be obligated to surrender the Goods.

6 Confidentiality
6.1 Neither Party shall disclose nor make use of any com-
mercial or technical information received from the other
Party in the course of business, to the extent said information
is not in the public domain. In particular, such information
shall be neither recorded nor utilized in any manner.
6.2 The aforementioned obligations shall expire 36 months
following the expiry of the business relationship between the
Parties. In addition, they shall not apply to the extent informa-
tion or data is required to be disclosed by order of a public
authority or of a court of competent jurisdiction or in connec-
tion with the defence in any suit brought against the disclos-
ing Party.

7 Delayed Delivery
Delivery shall be effected on the date stipulated in the confir-
mation. Acts of God, industrial strikes, unrest, administrative
measures, and other unpredictable, inevitable and severe
occurences beyond the control of Georg Fischer, shall relieve
Georg Fischer of its liability for the duration of the distur-
bance and to the extent of its impact. This shall also apply to
similar circumstances occuring at suppliers‘. The circum-
stances previously described are similarly beyond the control
of Georg Fischer, if occuring during an already existing delay
in delivery.

8 Notification of Defects
8.1 Defects in the Goods discovered by Purchaser in the
ordinary course of its business shall immediately be noti-
fied to Georg Fischer in writing. To this extent Georg Fischer
hereby waives its right of estoppel in case of late notification.
8.2 Reservation is being made for Purchaser‘s obligation to
inspect incoming Goods with regard to identity, quantity and
patent transport defects by taking random samples.

9 Warranty
9.1 Georg Fischer warrants the compliance of the Goods with
the agreed technical specification, said warranty being exclu-
sive and in lieu of any implied or statutory warranty.
In case Georg Fischer is to manufacture the Goods according
to drawings, specifications, samples, etc. of Purchaser,
Purchaser shall bear the risk that the Goods are fit for the
intended purpose.
9.2 Georg Fischer shall not be liable for defects caused by
misuse, faulty assembly or commissioning by Purchaser or
third parties, normal wear and tear, faulty treatment nor for
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defects caused by improper modifications by Purchaser or
third parties.
9.3 At Georg Fischer‘s request and cost, Purchaser shall
return all parts to be replaced.

10 General Limitation of Liability
10.1 The warranties set forth in these General Conditions of
Sale are expressly in lieu of any express warranty of any kind
and in lieu of any implied warranty, including any warranty of
merchantability or fitness of the Goods for a particular pur-
pose. Georg Fischer shall not be liable for any loss or dam-
age, directly or indirectly, arising from the use of the Goods
sold to Purchaser, for any incidental, special or consequential
damages, such as loss of profits, loss of production, loss of
use or loss of contract, arising for any reason, including dam-
ages resulting from defective design, materials or workman-
ship or from faulty instructions, irrespective of whether such
damages are claimed to arise from breach of contract, in tort,
the theory of product liability or otherwise.

10.2 The foregoing limitation of liability does not apply in case
of Georg Fischer‘s statutory liability based on wilful miscon-
duct, gross negligence or products liability acts.

10.3 To the extent Georg Fischer‘s liability is excluded or
limited, such exclusion or limitation shall equally extend to
the personal liability of its directors, officers, employees and
agents.

10.4 If Purchaser, based on the theory of strict liability, is held
liable for personal injury or damage to private property,
Georg Fischer will indemnify and hold harmless Purchaser to
the extent it would be directly liable itself.

10.5 Georg Fischer‘s duty of indemnification shall be excluded
to the extent Purchaser has validly excluded its liability
towards its clients. As far as permitted by law, Purchaser
shall exert his best efforts to enter into limitation of liability
agreements also for the benefit of Georg Fischer.

11 Statute of Limitations of Liability and Warranty Claims
Subject to longer time periods provided by mandatory statu-
tory law, liability and warranty claims of Purchaser shall be
time-barred after 2 years following the receipt of the Goods
by Purchaser.

12 Recalls
Georg Fischer‘s liability for costs incurred by Purchaser in
connection with recall campaigns, shall be limited to the
scope of coverage of Georg Fischer‘s insurance policy and
to a maximum of 1 Mio. Euro per occurrence or series of oc-
currences based on the same defect, unless the Parties, in a
particular case, have agreed otherwise.

13 Miscellaneous
13.1 Each Party shall be entitled to the premature terminati-
on of the unfulfilled portion of the contract if the other Party
fails to pay its bills as they become due, or in case insolven-
cy, receivership or similar proceedings have been instituted
against the other Party.
13.2 If any part or these General Conditions of Sale or of an
agreement between the Parties is or becomes invalid, such
determination shall not affect the validity of the remaining
provisions of these conditions or of an agreement between
the Parties and to this extent the provisions of these Condi-
tions and of any agreement between the Parties are declared
to be severable. The Parties shall exert their best efforts to
replace the invalid provision by a legally enforceable provisi-
on coming closest to the original intention of the Parties.

14 Choice of Law, Venue, Place of Performance
14.1 The contract between Georg Fischer and Purchaser shall
be governed in all respects by the laws of Germany without
regard to any conflicts of laws provisions.
14.2 Place of performance of the contract shall be Singen,
Germany.
14.3 Exclusive place of jurisdiction shall be Singen.

Valid as of 1st September 2006

Georg Fischer Verkehrstechnik GmbH
P.O. Box
78221 Singen
Germany

Phone   +49 (0) 7731 886 0
Fax        +49 (0) 7731 886 704
info.vkt@georgfischer.com
www.vkt.georgfischer.com

VAT no.: DE 811121463
Trade register: Amtsgericht Singen, HRB 669
Managing director: Beat Frauenfelder
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Beat Frauenfelder
Managing director
Phone  +49 (0) 7731 886 700
Fax   +49 (0) 7731 886 98 700
Mobile  +41 (0) 79 540 75 37
beat.frauenfelder@georgfischer.com

Karl-Heinz Heil
Head of sales
Phone  +49 (0) 7731 886 702
Fax   +49 (0) 7731 886 98 702
Mobile  +49 (0) 151 117 202 69
karl-heinz.heil@georgfischer.com

Management
Barbara Mürdel
Management assistant
Phone +49 (0) 7731 886 703
Fax   +49 (0) 7731 886 98 703
barbara.muerdel@georgfischer.com

Germany, Austria
Karlheinz Kesenheimer
Sales manager
Phone  +49 (0) 7731 886 710
Fax   +49 (0) 7731 886 98 710
karlheinz.kesenheimer@georgfischer.com

Michael Horand
Phone +49 (0) 7731 886 711
Fax  +49 (0) 7731 886 98 711
michael.horand@georgfischer.com

Marion Samson
Phone +49 (0) 7731 886 712
Fax   +49 (0) 7731 886 98 712
marion.samson@georgfischer.com

Scandinavia, United Kingdom, Italy
Mathias Rupf
Phone +49 (0) 7731 886 715
Fax   +49 (0) 7731 886 98 715
mathias.rupf@georgfischer.com

Elisabeth Kraus
Phone +49 (0) 7731 886 719
Fax   +49 (0) 7731 886 98 719
elisabeth.kraus@georgfischer.com

Internal sales

Export, Remaining Europe, Switzerland
Rolf Heldstab
Verkaufsleiter Innendienst
Phone +49 (0) 7731 886 740
Fax   +49 (0) 7731 886 98 740
rolf.heldstab@georgfischer.com

Hanspeter Dill
Phone +49 (0) 7731 886 741
Fax   +49 (0) 7731 886 98 741
hanspeter.dill@georgfischer.com

Karoline Placzek
Phone +49 (0) 7731 886 744
Fax   +49 (0) 7731 886 98 744
karoline.placzek@georgfischer.com

Address
Georg Fischer Verkehrstechnik GmbH
P.O. Box
78221 Singen
Germany

Phone +49 (0) 7731 886 0
Fax +49 (0) 7731 886 704

info.vkt@georgfischer.com
www.vkt.georgfischer.com

The latest list of our worldwide representatives can be
found on our website www.vkt.georgfischer.com.

Sales contact
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Germany (South), Austria
Frank Wanner
Mobile +49 (0) 171 820 68 78
Fax   +49 (0) 7731 886 98 708
frank.wanner@georgfischer.com

Switzerland, Eastern Europe
Joachim Jakob
Phone +49 (0) 7731 886 743
Fax   +49 (0) 7731 886 98 743
Mobile +49 (0) 175 292 87 34
joachim.jakob@georgfischer.com

Middle East
Gerd Sollorz
Phone +49 (0) 7731 886 707
Fax   +49 (0) 7731 886 98 707
Mobile +49 (0) 171 514 84 92
gerd.sollorz@georgfischer.com

OEM
Gerhard Herberg
Sales manager OEM
Phone +49 (0) 7731 886 789
Fax   +49 (0) 7731 886 98 789
Mobile +49 (0) 170 565 11 70
gerhard.herberg@georgfischer.com

External sales
Germany (North)

Peter Lentsch
Mobile +49 (0) 160 96 36 41 36
Fax   +49 (0) 7731 886 98 742
peter.lentsch@georgfischer.com

Remaining Europe
Siegfried Büttner
Sales manager AM
Phone +49 (0) 7731 886 706
Fax   +49 (0) 7731 886 98 706
Mobile +49 (0) 171 514 84 91
siegfried.buettner@georgfischer.com

RECOTEC® / Far East
Matthias Reckziegel
Phone +49 (0) 7731 886 793
Fax   +49 (0) 7731 886 98 793
Mobile +49 (0) 170 639 65 67
matthias.reckziegel@georgfischer.com

OEM
Dieter Ekert
Mobile +49 (0) 171 518 40 72
Fax   +49 (0) 7731 886 98 709
dieter.ekert@georgfischer.com

France
Pascal Richard
Phone/Fax  +33 (0) 383 251 019
Mobile  +33 (0) 608 660 675
pascal.richard@georgfischer.com

Italy
Nick Benatzky
Phone  +39 (0) 02 92 186 215
Fax    +39 (0) 02 92 140 785
Mobile  +39 (0) 33 980 77 606
nick.benatzky@georgfischer.com

Poland
Jan Sapala
Phone/Fax +48 (0) 618 267 761
Mobile  +48 (0) 609 779 113
jan.sapala@georgfischer.com
jan.sapala@siodlo.pl

Russia
Igor Rosmachow
Phone/Fax +07 (0) 0955 417 612
Mobile  +07 (0) 1040 362 56
igor.rosmachow@georgfischer.com

Local representatives
United Kingdom, Ireland

Tim Moody
Phone/Fax +44 (0) 1202 701 551
Mobile  +44 (0) 7793 017 351
tim.moody@georgfischer.com

Spain, Portugal
Jordi Llecha
Phone/Fax +34 (0) 936 801 357
Mobile  +34 (0) 636 998 960
jordi.llecha@georgfischer.com

Scandinavia, OEM
Dirk Schneider
Phone  +46 (0) 850 677 510
Fax    +46 (0) 874 923 70
Mobile  +46 (0) 734 339 002
dirk.schneider@georgfischer.com

Australia, New Zealand
Geoff Shortland
Phone/Fax +61 (0) 733 156 599
Mobile  +61 (0) 409 996 888
g.shortland@georgfischer.com.au
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The contents of this catalogue are protected by copyright unless otherwise 
expressly stated. 

+GF+ , MONOLEX®, RECOHITCH®, RECOLEG®, RECOLOCK®, RECOSS®, 
RECOTEC®, TRILEX® are registered trademarks of Georg Fischer 
Verkehrstechnik GmbH, or other companies of Georg Fischer AG, and 
are protected as such.

The technical data and descriptions contained in this product information 
are intended for  general information purposes, and do not constitute 
any binding guarantee with regard to particular features. Georg Fischer 
Verkehrstechnik GmbH does not assume any responsibility or liability for 
the contents included in this product catalogue, in particular regarding 
their accuracy and validity.

We reserve the right to undertake any alterations to the content and 
products during the time this catalogue is valid.

We refer to our terms of sale.
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